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Commercial Real Estate Background
• Pacifica Los Angeles – 1980 to 1990 –With capital from private investors, bought
commercial real estate in Los Angeles in the first half of the decade as the local economy was
suffering from an early decade recession and high interest rates. In the mid-1980s, developed
some commercial parcels as the cycle continued. Sold the substantial majority by 1990.
• Pacifica Colorado – 1989 to 1998 – Established the largest private commercial portfolio in
Colorado. Initially purchased a large portfolio of commercial real estate with private investors.
Later in the cycle (mid 1990s), took on institutional partners, including Apollo Real Estate
Advisors (AREA), to develop new commercial real estate. The 8 million square foot portfolio
was sold for approximately $750 million in 1998.
• Pacifica Southern California – 1995 to 2000 –With private and institutional partners, began
assembling another commercial real estate portfolio of approximately 4 million square feet.
Developed first office buildings built during that cycle in Santa Monica. In 2004 Pacifica sold
the last property in the portfolio for a total sale of approximately $400 million.

All of the above investment entities resulted in substantial returns to investors.

“During the past decade, Mr.
Leonard has proved himself one
of the shrewdest real-estate
investors west of the Mississippi.
Yet at a time when Denver’s
market is still rising, Mr. Leonard
is packing up shop. “Steve saw
the future,” acknowledges Don
Cook, President of Denver’s
DPC Development Co., a
longtime competitor. “He started
buying at the very beginning of
the recovery, and I’m just hoping
that he didn’t sell at the peak.””

Introduction

Pacifica Capital Investments, LLC. (PCI) – 1998 to Current
• Following my success in Denver, I had a large amount of investable assets. After significant
thought and consideration, along with the encouragement of several of my private real estate
investors, I formed PCI to invest their money alongside mine in public equities.
•PCI applies the same common sense value principles that made us successful in commercial
real estate. However, unlike real estate, individual companies have the capability to control
their own destiny through market cycles creating more opportunities.
• Today PCI manages about $250 million in separately managed accounts and two
partnerships.

I invested 100% of my available net worth into PCI in the
same basket of investments as PCI clients. This strategy
has paid off handsomely.

The Pacifica Team
We have a small, but very focused team that help us reach our goals. I’ve found
that more people standing around the water cooler does not create value for our
investors. Again, results are what really matter.

Steve Leonard – Founder and Chief Investment Officer
Kari Pemberton – Director of Research and Partner
Blake Isaacson – Director of Sales & Marketing
Kim Peplinski – Office Manager

It’s not about beating the market every time,
it’s about beating the market over time.
“Do not take yearly results too seriously. Instead, focus on four or
five-year averages.” Warren Buffett

Track Record* (see explanation and disclosure below)
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**PCI performance for each year is an Internal Rate of Return measurement for that year. 1998 is a partial year. IRR is a weighted return that accounts for contributions and withdrawals during the period. The S&P 500 return measures the change
from the start of the period to the end of the period, assuming no contributions and/or withdrawals and includes dividends. The “Total” is for the entire period, compounded annually. PCI results are shown net of all fees, including management
fees, brokerage fees and custodial expenses, and reflect the reinvestment of all dividends and earnings. Performance results provided herein are the aggregate of all fully discretionary accounts managed by PCI, including those accounts no
longer with PCI, and include the performance of the accounts of PCI’s principals (which do not incur management fees) and certain other accounts that have reduced management fees. Minimal leverage and short selling has been used since
inception for the PCI managed accounts; the effects of such leverage and short selling on PCI’s performance figures have been nominal. Results for individual accounts are varied and will vary in the future. In addition, it is not likely that the
relative performance of PCI’s managed accounts will exceed the performance of the broader stock market (as measured by the S&P 500 or other broad market indexes) by as large a margin as has occurred to date. The stock market faced an
unprecedented decline in the year 2008, which strongly impacted the performance of the S&P 500 Index during the time period shown. In addition, PCI’s performance during the year 2000 was significantly enhanced by the strong performance of
one large position in its accounts under management. The 12/31/10 total ending balance for all accounts was approximately $246 million and approximately $45 million was in accounts of PCI principals (Leonard family and PCI accounts). Total
number of individual accounts was 270 as of 12/31/10. Past performance is not a guarantee or indicator of future results, and investors should not assume that investments made on their behalf by PCI will be profitable, and may, in fact, result in a
loss. Investors also should not assume that PCI’s results will outperform the S&P 500 Index or other broad market indexes in the future. The investment objective of PCI’s managed accounts is capital appreciation. PCI’s strategy is to concentrate
its investments in a limited number of positions with certain positions representing an intentionally large size in the accounts. This concentration is likely to result in greater volatility than the overall market as measured by the S&P 500 Index, which
is made up of 500 large companies. In addition, PCI’s strategy is to “hold for the long term” which reduces trading costs.

How Do We Decide?
Picking the right businesses is important, but avoiding mistakes is even more so.

“You only have to do a very few things right in your life so long as you don't do too
many things wrong.” Warren Buffett

PCI’s Strategy

• Patience – With individual stocks, 10% of the time they’re
cheap enough to buy, 10% of the time they’re expensive enough to sell,
and the rest of the time you should just hold them if you own them and
avoid them if you don't.
•“Much success can be attributed to inactivity. Most investors cannot resist the
temptation to constantly buy and sell.” Warren Buffett
•“Lethargy, bordering on sloth should remain the cornerstone of an investment
style.” Warren Buffett

PCI’s Strategy

• Discipline – Sticking to our Investment Principles. Sounds so
easy, but is so hard.
•“There seems to be some perverse human characteristic that likes to make easy
things difficult.” Warren Buffett

• Concentration – Invest significant amounts of money in
fewer, high-quality holdings. Diversification often means knowing less
about what you own or buying more of your second tier ideas. PCI
usually does not own more than 10 holdings in a portfolio at a time.
• “Wide diversification is only required when investors do not understand what
they are doing.” Warren Buffet.

PCI Portfolio Composition
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Track Record* (see explanation and disclosure on page 7)
Year End
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PCI’s Strategy
We don’t focus on the macro, although we do pay attention to
unsustainable trends.
• We don’t think we can predict macro events. Just look at what has happened over the
past thirteen years:
• September 11th terrorist attacks
• Wall Street scandals
• Wars in Afghanistan and Iraq
• Large increases and declines in energy prices
• Significant domestic and international natural disasters
• We focus on unsustainable trends and how they will eventually effect businesses we own:
• Bull market of the late 1990s
• The “dot com” boom and bust
• Housing crisis
• We also track investor sentiment and insider trading as those can often give insight to
upcoming trends.

Other Important Factors We Consider
• International Opportunities – The world is changing. The US and most developed Western
countries are experiencing slower population growth, aging populations, and more socialistic
economic policies that will hamper growth in the future. On the other hand, Asia and other
parts of the world (the largest population areas) are experiencing just the opposite long-term
trends. We prefer to own North American-based companies, but the overwhelming majority of
our capital is invested in global businesses that will greatly benefit from expanding operations
in these high-growth regions.
• Pension & Entitlement Liabilities – These large debts are often overlooked, but their
impact will be felt in a real way as cash has to be spent to make up underfunded liabilities.
Pension and entitlement liabilities will continue to balloon due to overly aggressive return
rates, increasing healthcare costs, etc. Pension fund defaults and reneging on entitlements, in
both the public and private sectors, are very likely in the future, and it is difficult to know the
consequences.
• Debt Levels – Companies with over-leveraged balance sheets may be hard-pressed to
operate with inevitably higher interest rates in the future. High debt levels leave management
with less flexibility to manage their business and more vulnerability in uncertain economic
times.

How do we apply these principles and
strategies? Let’s look at some examples…
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Fairfax Financial (FRFHF.PK) & Berkshire Hathaway (BRK.B)
• Fairfax Financial - Fairfax’s insurance underwriting is consistently profitable, and CEO
Prem Watsa and his investment team have one of the best long-term investing track records of
any insurance company in the world.
• Fairfax has grown its book value from $1.52/share in 1985 to $370/share in 2010 - an
outstanding 25% annual compounded growth rate.
• Berkshire Hathaway - One of the strongest companies in the world as ranked by
shareholder equity.
• The intrinsic value of our Berkshire shares has increased dramatically, and we feel very
confident that this performance will continue, though given its current extraordinarily
conservative operating strategy as well as giant size, future growth as a percentage of
equity will be slower.

• Fairfax and Berkshire are companies we will resist selling unless their share
prices reaches levels that place our continued ownership at risk of significant
capital loss. It is very challenging to find companies with management teams
that prove so rewarding to their shareholders over long time periods.

Starbuck’s (SBUX)
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Starbucks (SBUX) – Applying our Strategy
• The quintessential growth story – long lines and customer loyalty.
• Used all of its generous cash flow to open more coffee shops.
• The returns on Starbucks stores were in the mid-20% range.
• By 2002 things started to change.
• The US market was saturated.
• Huge stock buy-backs at over-inflated prices, increasing stock options, lower
returns on new stores, and fewer growth opportunities indicated a large shift in
management’s priorities.
• Growth and return prospects changed for the better once management decided to
stop overbuilding, close unprofitable and low-return stores, and focus on the
customer experience, high-margined international business (mostly a franchise
model) and consumer products division.
• Still have great growth potential, but they need to stay focused on ROIC.
•We remain vigilant evaluating management and their use of cash.

RG Barry (DFZ) – Applying our Strategy
• DFZ has an approximate 35% market share in the soft slipper category in the US
with their primary brand of Dearfoams slippers.
• After their turnaround in the early part of this decade, DFZ has generated near 20%
ROIC.
• Its strong cash flow has resulted in a dramatic change during our ownership
from almost $4/share in debt to debt-free and excess cash of almost $2/share
(before they began redeploying their cash into new related businesses).
• As a large owner (in aggregate PCI accounts own over 10% of DFZ) , we have been
able to develop a strong relationship with management.
• DFZ recently has begun to seek new international markets through its relationship
with retailers such as Wal-Mart and Costco.
• DFZ has recently used their cash and some debt to purchase two acquisitions –
Foot Petals and baggalini. These businesses will increase sales at least 20% in the
next year, decrease the seasonality of their business, and increase their opportunities
for growth and margin expansion.

Goldman Sachs (GS) – Applying our Strategy
• A long-term track record of over 20% ROIC, and even with the tremendous changes in the
financial industry we still see long-term returns in the 17%-18% range.
• GS has grown its book value from $20.94 at the end of its first year as a public company in
1999 to $128.72 at the end of 2010 - a compounded growth rate of 19% during a time of huge
upheaval in the industry overall.
• GS retains key customer relationships overseas, and is well-positioned in the industry for
international growth.
• Starting in early 2010, as the SEC investigated GS’s activity during the credit market crisis,
share prices retreated well in excess of the likely adverse results generated by their
wrongdoing. Continued fear regarding follow-on civil litigation, new financial regulation from the
Dodd Frank Bill, new banking industry capital requirements from Basel III, and a difficult
operating environment all continue to create short-term uncertainty around the business and
create buying opportunities.
• Today the stock price falls within our buy range, and we have been adding shares to new
accounts that did not get the good buys back in mid-2010.
• We see continued challenges in the industry in the short-run ,but GS should outperform its
peers and gain share due to fewer competitors.

Financial Companies – Applying our Strategy
• American Express (AXP)
• Premier global brand.
• Growth opportunities in new payment formats and international.
• Management has made mistakes.
• Wells Fargo (WFC)
• Strong, national banking platform.
• Excellent management, culture, and long-term track record.
•US Bank (US Bank)
• Best regional bank with a chance may grow to have a national footprint.
• Excellent management, culture, and long-term track record.
• Although returns in the financial industry will be lower in the future due to regulatory
changes, people have to bank and use credit, so those industries will find a way to
make good returns on their capital. This change may take a few years to play out, but
we are confident that these well-run businesses will use the current environment to
their advantage.

Our relationships and our noncompartmentalized strategy sometimes
provide us unique opportunities.

Stacked

Stacked
• We partnered with Paul Motenko and Jerry Hennessy, who created the highly successful BJ’s
Restaurants, which they grew from a modest 3 unit Southern California pizza place to a national
restaurant chain before they left the brand in 2008 (BJ’s currently owns and operates 102
eateries).
• Paul and Jerry impressed me when I served with them on BJ’s Board of Directors from 2001
to 2005, and I was excited to work with them again on this new project.
• Stacked integrates technology to provide guests with a superior customer experience.
• Guests order on I-pads, and their selection is “stacked” on the screen in front of them as
they customize their order.
• The goal is to provide a better way to deliver extraordinary quality, service, environment
and value in a manner which gives guests unprecedented control over the dining
experience.

“Integrating personalized ordering technology into the restaurant business
model allows us to focus on providing our guests a higher quality, more
enjoyable dining experience at a much better value than traditional casual
restaurants.”

Concluding Remarks

Patience
Discipline
Concentration
Wait until the opportunity is there, buy only when you have
confidence in long-term value of the business, and then be
comfortable enough to make a big investment. If those criteria
aren’t met, it’s better to hold cash and keep waiting.

